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THE PILAC PROJECT AT LAMPF

J.B. McClelland
Los Alamos Niuiontd Laboraroq, LAS Alamos NM 87545

ABsTRAcr

Plans fcwa H @cmlinem mkntm (PILAC) f~ility a LAMPF src dimmd. A rcfercmce
tii~mtiim~ ~s@da LWdmmkwtiupml,2&Vk
in ● m mmwting I- Ls_ A NW ex~mcntat fwility is plannal to utiia
w high intmsity (l@ d/s@, high-rc-mlution (200-kcV) -S PM by PILAC. Thc
mQmcunpmmls of h *icnlific pogrwn nwk pmsibtsby this new fmility me discumd.

1. Introduction

Plans arc being considered to build a superconducting pion linear accelerator (P1’LAC)at
L4MPF to provide high-intensity (109 X+/SCC),high-resolution (20kcV) pion beams in
the energy range of 0.5 -1.1 (3cV (0.6 -1.2 GcV/c). Exciting new areas of picmphysics
bccomc possible with such new capabilities. In pwticular, 1.05 GeV/c is optimal to
produce Iamlxia-hypcmuclei throughthe (z+,K+) reaction and for investigation of lamMa-
nuclccm scattering near the Z threshold or cusp region, More than a dozen baryon
resonances can bc prmiuccd in this energy range above the (3,3) rcsomncc, as well as
copious eta production through the rp+qn reaction for rare-decay studies. High-energy
pion-nucleus reactions make a marked change owing to imprtant differences in the
clcmcntary two-body XN interaction as compared to lower crtcrgics. A very active user
crxnmunity has formed to ~vide guidanceon the scientific program and performance
criteria. An overview of thmractivities utilizing rhcscnew capabilities is given in section 2.

The enci~y of PILAC was chosen as a logicalfimt stepin expanding the frontiers of pion
physics, In particular, 1,05 GcV/c is optimal co produce lamMa hypcmuclei through the
(x+,K+) reaction and for investigation of Iamlxia-mwlconscattering nearthe Z thresholdor
cusp region. More th~- Iozn baryon resonances can bc produced in this energy range
above the (3,3) rcsonanc :, as WCIIas copious eta praluction throughtic n-p+qn reaction
for rare-decay studies. ~igh-energy pion-nucleus reactions undergo a marked change
owing to importantdiffc mccs in the elementary two-body nN interaction as compared to
Iowcr energies. An ovcmicw of these areas of researchutilizing the ztcw capabilities
offered by PILAC’is given in section 2.

Cuuing-edge technology is required to achieve the required pcrformancc, An aggressive
research●nd development effort is now undetway at the Los Alarms Nat.kmalLalmratoq
to address these challcngin~ problems. The PILAC rcfcrcncc design, together with
researchand dcveiqmtcm acttwtics, is chscusscdin section 3,

2. The Scientific Program

The energy range up to I GcV is rich in oppcmuniticsfor pion physics. Guidance as to the
optimum pion energy for PILAC can be found in Fig. 1. Shown is the present range of
energies atLAMPF. The highest energies arc achieved in the P~ chnnnel but with rapidly



decreasing intensity (106 m/see at 550 McVj, Also indicated in Fig. 1 is the proposed
range of energies deliverable by PILAC. The flux is optimized at 1.05 GcV/c (109
x+/see). The r flux is typically a factor of 20 less thart that for K+. A possible future
upgrade to yet higher energies is also shown. This section highlights the PIIAC scientific
~-u d~elo- by tie p~C USCrSGrouP. llteir W mat will serve as the basis
of the scientific mtkivatht fcmthe PLIAC pqm6il.
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2.1 Lambda-Hypernuclel

The investigationof hypcrnuclci is driven by our desire to understand the strangeness
degree of freedom in the nuclear medium: to explore the many My spcctroscwpyof a A
in the nucleus, to discover new dynamical symmetries when a nucleon is replaced by a A,
to comprehendthe initial smp in building multi-sunngc nuclei, to prolx nuclear smcturc by



modifying the magnetic and quadrupolc moments of the nucleus in the presence of a A,
and to explore the weak mcsonic and nonrncsonic decay rrdcs of hypcmuclci. 1

The characteristic differences of the (K,H), (x, K), and (y,K) hypcrnuclcar production
modes2 means that PILAC has a unique role to play in these investigations. The (K,x)
reaction at small angles preferentially populates the low-spin substitw.iorm.l states. In
contrast, the (y,K) and (n,K) reactions select the largest AL. The (z,K) reaction probes
the natural-parity, high-spin states as well as the ground state, whereas the (y,K) reaction
also excites the unnatural parity, spin-flip transiticms3. Fun.hcrmorc, the complerncntarity
of the (n- ,KO)and (x+,K+) reactions permits one to separate the isospin structure of t-he
hypemuclcar states producui

PILAC would provide unprecedented intensity and resolution for h pernuclcar
?’investigations using energetic pion kams.4 Its high-flux pion beams of 10 X+/W and

resolutions of 2(KIkcV will represent a major breakthrough in capability for this exciting
field. It has been optimizal at the peak of the clemntary reaction x+n+K+A which drives
the (n+,K+) reaction occting at 1.05 GeV/c. Fig. 2 presents a calculated spectra for the
the (z+, K+) reaction I!sing a pure particle-hole interaction with no residual mixing for a
rned.iurn-mass target using the PILAC system resolutions as compared to what is possible
today. Although the single-particle levels are clearly seen in the Iow-reed.nion spccuum,
no fine structure such as spin-orbit splitting or spin-spin effects can be seen due to the
resolution. This is typicai uf what is measured at the present time. The high-intensity
aspect of PILAC provides for more than 30 counts per day in the weakest of the states
shown in Fig. 2. PILAC therefore would provide u order of magnitude improvement in
resolution and two orders of magnitude more flux than that which is available today.
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Fig. 2. (htcuhtcd (m+.K+) spectrum for mcdiumma.utargetWi-hW PILAC~~lulim of ~[~ kcv
canprd with tlw 3 MeV rc.sdutionavaihbk u prcacnl



The (n ,K) and (n,Ky) expiments possible at PILAC will provide new information about
the structure of hypemuclear spectra which is required to define the properties of rhc AN
interaction — the spin-spin, A spin-orbit, induced nucleon spin-orbit, tensor, and central
terms.5 The 3-MeV resolution avai!ablc in present (K,n) and (n,K) experiments is
inadequate to constrain the theoretical mcdels to the dcgrcc required to define these tw~
My terms, to see dispersive effects due to AN-ZN coupling, or to umicrstand the size or
spin dependence of ~1.NNthree-body forces. The selectivity of the (n, K) reaction is an
essential ingrcdien~ and resolution of the order of 2CKIkcV is required to adequately defmc
the level srructurc.3 Additionally, at nonzero angles the (ILK) reaction produces polarized
hypcrnuclei, negligible for unnatural parity states, and substMtia.1fix natural parity states.
This new information offers a promising specuoscopic tool with which to improve the
definition of the AN infraction.

The nonmcsonic weak decay of A-hypcmuclei provides our highest momentum transfer
(shortest range) probe of the AN interaction. If quark-glum aspcas of QCD are to manifest
themselves in hypernuclci, such decay studies will be at the forefront.6 Regardless of that
possibility, the production of ~H and ~Hc and study of their subsequent weak decays
using the high statistics capability of PILAC pruvides our best means of exploring the
detailc.d namrc of both A+N+N+N and A+N+n dmays in the same nucleusT, (Pauli
Mo;king quickly suppresses tie mesonic decay mode as A increases.) In particular,
precision measurements of neutron-stimulated decay rates A+n+t+n could provide our
most dcfmitivc test of nonmesonic dway calculations, helping to answer such questions as
whetier the Ai = 1/2 n.dc, which holds for hyperon and kaon decay, alsc applies to the
A+N+N+N plUCCSS.

2.2 Baryon Resonances

The study of the ba~on resonances occupies a unique place in the field of hadronic
physics, It provides our most direct link between OIXdescription of the nucleus (and
hadronic reactions) in terms of nucleons and mesons with the underlying fundamental
theories, Theories take on various fotms generally based on (or inspi.rul by) QCD. Sornc
of the most common arc the non-relativistic quark mcdel, the collcaive model, string and
flux-tube mcdcls, bag models, and Skyrmion models. There uc also attempts to rcla[c
propties of the lowest-lying baryon resonances to QCD through QCD sum n.des.

As seen in Fi . 1, the PILAC energy range also includes more than a dozen ba.ryon
1!

resonances (N s and As) alx)ve the (3,3) resonance. Many of these resonances arc poorly
charactcrizcd, as little data or data of poor quality dominate this energy range. As noted by
the Panicle Data Group on baryon resonances, vimally all information on resonance
masses, widths, and elasticities comes from pion-nucleon data, Inasmuch as the
resonances atmve the P~~arc highly overlapping, the parameters for these states would bc
ob[aincd by partial-wave analysis of extensive PILAC scattering data over this energy
range, Some of the states have unique siunaturcs, such as the Sl 1 which decays a large
fraction of the time into two q’s. This inforrn~tion will & essential to the CEBAF
program, which proposes to measure form factors for many of these resonances. PILAC
would provide the necessary piol~beam energy, purity, and quality for the precision data
nccdcd to clearly define this region of re.sonanccs,



2.3 High-Erie/ ‘y Pion-Nucleus Reactions

The little work that has been done at LAMPF and BNL in the high-energy region has been
with low-intensity low-resolution beams. At energies above 300 McV, the q~alitatively
different propen.ies of the elementary pion-nucleon interaction and the much shorter
wavelength of the pion alter the character and type of physics questions that can be
addressed. The energy and momentum transfers available for nuckar studies with pions at
PIIJ4C complements the work with electrons at CEBAF, with the pion adding the isospin
degmc of fredom to the reaction as well as unique propcrnes of the pion such as double
charge exchange.

Due to the much weaker two-body pion-nuckon interaction, the pion acquires a much
longer mean free path in nuclei, second only to tic K+ in this energy range, At 1 GeV the
pion wavelength is about one Fermi, about dic size of a single nucleon, as compared to
more than four Fermis at 180 MeV. These aspects of high-energy pions will provide
sensitivity to the details of the spatial dependence of the grotmd-state and transition
densities, as WCIIas sensitivity to the mculiftcations of the nucleon propmies in the nuclear
medium. To fully exploit the shofi-wavelength features of high-energy pions,
measurements need to be camied out to substantial momentum Ua.rtsfer. Since the cross
scaions arc quite small at large momentum transfer, the high intensity pmvidcd by PLAC
will lx essential.

Pion double charge exchange (DCX) is unique in that it is the only reaction of a non-
corrqmsitc pardclc that m4@res the participation of rwo nuclcons in all of its msnifestationsm
DCX will clearly benefit fkom the shomr wavelength of the higher energy pions. Just as
the Iongcr-rartge shell-model correlation sensitivity of Iow-energy DCX has been clearly
demonstrated, the higher energies at PILAC will allow for a detailed study of the short-
range behavmrof nucleons in the nucleus. The distance scale being probed at PL4C may
not IMadequately desmikd in terms of only nucleon degrees of frcdo~ and the transition
to mesonic or other sub-nuckonic degrees of freedom could be mve:;tigated. Recent
calculations indicate that an even more dramatic reduction in tic DCX cross section over
what is seen at SOMeV occurs at these higher energies. Sensitivity to mom exotic reaction
mcchmisms will therefore k enhanced.

The isospin dcpcndcnce of the two-bdy interaction is also quite different from lower
cncrgiesm As seen in Fig. 1, the ratio of X+p to X+n cross sections on resonance is
reversed near 1 GeV. This fearure can be exploited to test our understanding of the isospin
dependence of the pion-nucleus interaction and the isotopic composition of various nwdesr
transitions.

The increased energy of pions opens the possibility of a broad program in quasi-elastic
scattering. At 1GV, the momentum. tmnsfer to the nuclecm cxcccds the Fcnni momentum
for angles greater than 25 degrees. Under [hese conditions, the pion will scatter
incoherently from the individual nucleons, This reaction provides an independent and
cctmpliment~ pmbc of pion dynamics in the nucleus and of that of the nucleon in the
nuclear rmlium, tmalogous to nucleon and ektron scattering, The possibility of “tagging”
the S 1I rcscmar,ce in the nuclear medium through its decay into eta final states now
becomes possible. This would provide a method of investigating the interaction of this
highly -exciud hakm with the nuclear nxxlium.



The decreasing twcEbody interaction strength and smooth energy dependence also has
important implications for theoretical analysis and interpretation. Perturbation theory
becomes increasingly more convergent, making theoretical analysis simpler and more
reliable. The relative size of unconventional mechanisms, such as meson exchange
currents, to the conventional pion-nucleun interaction is therefore enhancd.

2.4 Elementary Processes

As noted eariier, 1.05 GeV/c is the peak of the larrhh-production moss section. i.ambdas
can be produced poiarized in a liquid-hyurogen targeh tagged by the Ks decay, ar.d allowed
to rescatter in the wux liquid-hydrogen target. Using this technique, it is possible to make
not only cross-section measurements of lamlda-proton scattering near threshold, but also
spin-transfer measurements, since the I&.mMais self analyzing. PILAC would provide the
necessary beam energy, intensity, and km quaiity to make a M).05 determination of a,
A , ~N, DSS and DSL in 100 angle-momenr~m bins within a month’s running time.
d ost of the existing tits is of total cross sections, derived firm a few hundred bubb!e
chamber events. This would therefore represent a major conrnbution to the deterrnm ‘ition
and understanding of the hyperon-nucleon interaction for which many model.{ and
predictions exist but remain untested.

Of considerable interest is the beta decay of the pion. The ram of this decay, ti-fiche,
is proportional to the Vud element of the CKM matrix. A precision measurement would
provide a test of the standard model, which predicts this rate to 0.1 %, as well as providing
a check of tie unitarity of the CKM marnx. Pion beta decay offers an alternative approach
to this information as compared with miclear beta decay, which now determines these
quantities, l%e comet.ions m the two processes are quite different and, in the case of pion
beta decay, a pear to be more manageable. This ex nment was performed at LAM.PF in

! r1985 with a .8% determination of the rate. PILA would provide the necessary energy,
intensity, and beam quality to push tie measurement to 0.2%.

A domimmt channel in the total n-p total cross section near 750 MeV is q-production.
Alrnm 7% of the total cross section goes into this channel. As such, PC.AC would be
abie to provide high fluxes of tagged or untagged q’s for strong and rart-decgy studies.
The expected yield on a 3Wm liquid hydrogen target is 1010 qkiay. .i number of very
interesting rare and forbidden decays indicating physics outside the standard rncdel would
become possible. These include tests of CP Viola[ion in the polarization of q +W+U–,
certain classes 0? p=udoscaiar interwtions in q+e+e- arw leptcmfamily number violations
in q+~+e-. A number of “ordina.&’ decays of the q — 2x, 2xy, nyy — provide
important probes of the ways in which dw chind symmetry of QCD is manifested. PILAC
would open this area of rewwch to precision study.

3. The Facility

A brief ovmiew of the reference design for PILAC will be given, The major subsystems
that define performance and have ~he greatest impact on [he scientific program will be
detibed.



3.1 P’iOn Production and Injection

A new zerwdegree targetcell will be constructed in the main LAM.PF bearrdine, replacing
some of the existing target cells. The zendegree armngernent offers the advantages of
higher pion fluxes and increasd source brightness. A much thicker production target(15
cm viewed at ~ compared with the present 4-cm-thick graphite target viewed at 3@) can be
used while still maintaining the small source spot size required by PILAC. The new target
cell will be designed for 2 ti of proton current. This level has been successfully
accelerated at LAMPF; however, the present target cells are not able to accept this power
level. Experiments have been perfotmted at HRS to mcas~ue zero-degree-pion pralucticn
cross sections. Based on this information and survival fkaction considerations, the
optimum injection energy is determined to be 365 MeV. The yield for the target cell at this
energy is 3.1010 X+/sec. Piort Ixams of troth signs can be extracted in this configumtion.
By imposing a path length difference into one arm, the possibility exists to simultaneously
inject and accelerate n+ and n- hrns on alternate phases of the RF. The new injection line
is able to accept a large-phase-space b (230 n-nun-mm!) and uansport it to the linac
without introducing large chromatic aberrations as is common with existing pion
beamlirt:s.

3.2 The Superconducting Pion Linac

A unique feature of pion acceleration is the fact that tie beam decays during acceleration. It
is therefore critical to perform the acceleration as quickly as possible, while meeting all
conditions on beam dynamics. Central to this point is the issue of accelerating gradients
and survival fhctions. Fig, 3 indicates the calculated x+ flux per milliampere of primary
current for PILAC as a function of accelerating gradient. As can be seen in this figure, the
design goal of 109 n+/sec is achieved at an accelerating gradient of 12.5 MeV/m. Also
shown in Fig. 3 are the expected yields for the proposed KACN facility under the
assumption that the output phase space of the high-resolution beam.line is the same in both
cases. The yield for the AGS and AGS plus Booster is also shown under similar
assumptions.
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LAMPF has a long tradi!ion of high-resolution spectrometers, in pan.icular the HRS and
EPICS facili~ies, and unequaled experimental support, PILAC would & a dedicad
facility to systematically attack some fundamental questions in nuclear physics with ihe
tads requird to make god progress. We would fully expect strong collaborations with
other facilities, particularly KAON, CEBAF, and the AGS, 10 address these issues with a



full compliment of probes. This would only sewe to strengthen the programs we have
discussed.

In section 3.4 a more detailed discussion is given on the research and development
activities now in progress to meet the supexmnducting cavity req*nts of PILAC.

As currently envisioned, the linac would be constructed Cf seven-cell 805-MHz
superconducting niobium cavities. There would be 45 of these cavities forming the 100-
metm 560MeV !inac. The cavities would lx contained in liquid helium cryostats oprating
at 2° Kelvin with cavity gradients of 25 MV/m, accekraMg grdients of 12.5 MeV/n and
a Qof59109. The txam loading at PILAC is negligible. As such the power requirements
are given by the cavities themselves. Power consumption is estimated at 1(M wam per
cavity, or 4.5 kW total.

All cavities are independently phased. This allows a broader range of tuning parameters
that take advantage of individual cavity performance levels. Extensive beamdynarrt.ics
studies have been conducted. During tie early stages of acceleration, the RF is phased so
as to perform a longitudinal phase rotation to provide an output beam minimized in
momntum width at the expense of time. This is optimal for injection into the high-
resolution -inc.

3.3 Beamlines and Experimental Facilities

Two beamlines are envisioned for PTLAC, a high-resolution channei that feeds a high-
resolution spectrometer system for hypcmuclear md pion-nucleus spectroscopy and a
general-purpose beamline for lower resolution and l-e aueptancc detector systems. The
general-purpose Ixanl.ine could also ~rve as an injocnon line fcx a possibk future upgrack
to yet higher energies. Several beam-sharing schemes are being considered.

The high-resolution system is designed for 200-keV resolution, driven primarily by the
requirements of the (n+, K+) hypemuclear spectroscopy program. The channel utilizes
verncal bends with a momentum dispersion of 25 cm/%. The moment-urn resolution has
been calculated with ion-optic programs up to fouxth order. The spectrometerutilizes a
superconducting dipole and quadruples for increased acce tame. The overall design of

Jthe channel and spectrometer are similar to the present EPI S system at LAMPF but with
important extensions fcwthe higher energy and acceptance requirements at PllAC.

The present Medium Resolution Spectrometer (MRS) at IAMPF could sexve as the lower
resolution (2-3 MeV) spectrometer on the general-p

r
se channel. This WOU1Oprovide

sufficient resolution for some pion scattering and X experiments up to full energy.
Large acceptance detectors based on existing equi ment such as the MEGA solenoid and

flarge dipole magnets are also being considered or this channel for light meson decay
studies and Iarrtbda-proton scanering experiments.

3.4 Research and Development

Research and development (R&D) is underway within the Medium Energy Physics (MP)
and Accelerator Technology (AT) Divisions at LANL, supported by Laboratory funds.
During FY91 the effort centered around both systems analysis, such as beam transpt and
dynamics studies, and superconducting-cavity development. A reference design now



exists for the overall system as describd in the previous sections. A brief ovewiew of the
cavity-development program relevant to PU.AC wiUnow be given.

In FY92 the R&D effort will concentrate on cavity development, given that high-gradien~
high-Q superconducting cavities are central to the pion accelerat.m R&D plan. The goal is
to demonstme that the mcessmy gmclient (>12 MV/m) d Q (>2x 109) can be achieved in
low-frequency (805 MHz) multi-cell cavities required for the pion linac, and that lmth the
gradient artd Q can be presmwd in the accderator environment.

With conventional technology, accelerating grxiients of 5-7 MV/rn can & ~hieved under
accelerator conditions. ITmrctical limits for the accelerating field for niobium areas high
as 50 MV/n set by the titical magnetic field. Several impatant limitations have prevented
realization of these high fields. Although significant progress has been made in cavity
performance over the past several years by overcoming limitations associated with
multipacting md thermalbreakdown, ~sent pafcmnance is I.imitui by field emission.

Recent developments at CorneU and Wuppertal Universities, using an apparatus like that
shown in figure 4& have shown that signifrantly higher fields can be achieved with new
processing technologies. As seen in figure 4b, average enhancement factors of 2 in
accelerating gradients have been obtained by special processes involving heat treating pure
niobium cavities to temperatures of 15(XPC under high vacuum over chemical treatment
only. Field emission has been shown to be drastically reduced with this process, thus
allowing opration at much higher electric fields. ‘l%isappears to IMthe only prwess which
has reproducibly achieved average accelerating fields greater tlmn 10 MeV/m. Other
processes, however, will a!so be investigated, such as ultra-pure rinsing techniques,
improved chemical polishing techniques, and high-power RF processing. Since all tests to
date have been on small samples or higher-fkeqtency (smaller surface area)cavities, a pion
accelerator will requirea scaling up of this tedt.nology to lower-frequency (larger stiace
area) multi-cell cavities. A major miiestone for the R&D plan is a demonstration of
improvementsrealizd by the heatueatment pruess for largercavities.
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4. Summary

PILAC is being designed to provide beams of 109 pions per second at energies up to 1.1
GcV, capable of upgrading to higher energies in the future. An overall system moluti m
of 200 keV can be achieved with a high-resolution beamline and spectrometer system
defined as part of the PILAC reference design. An aggicssive R&D program is now
underway to dernomratc the mqui.red superconducting cavity performance for the Iinac in
order to achieve the desired goals. PILAC will offer two orders of magnitudemore flux
and an order of magnitude better resolution than other 1-GeV pion beams available today.
Additionally, the PILAC beam will be of extraordinary good quality and purity due to the
acceleration process. A broad range of scientific studies therefore becume possible with
PILAC of interest to many areas of nuclear physics. In particular, the upper end of the
PILAC energy range is optimal for production of lambda hypernuclei through the (Z+JC+)
reaction. More than a dozen baryon resonances are accessible with PILAC. Significant
differences in the elementary two-body nN interaction at high energies will provide
qualitatively new areas of investigation in high-energy pion-nucleus reactions. Copious
production of pions and eta mesons will allow for precision studies of their decays.
PILAC therefcxe offers a cost-effective approach to a dedicated f~ility for forcfnmt nuclear
physics research in the US.
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